
From: Cherry, Brian K
Sent: 2/26/2011 9:58:33 AM
To: 'pac@cpuc.ca.gov' (pac@cpuc.ca.gov)
Cc:
Bcc:
Subject: Fw: Meeting with Congresswoman Speier Summary

From: Hogle, Jessica
Sent: Saturday, February 26, 2011 09:17 AM
To: Kline, Steven L.; Park, Hyun; Lavinson, Melissa A; Johnson, Kirk; Singh, Sumeet; Ittner, Mary Eilen; 
Williams, Geisha; Saias, Edward A(ET); Kiyota, Travis; Bedweii, Ed; Cherry, Brian K; Horner, Trina; 
Livingston, Randy; Loduca. Janet C.iRedacted 
Jones, Thomas G&PR: I Redacted 
William; lRedacted |

br; Hartman, Sanford (Law); Garber, Stephen (Law); 
iBottorff, Thomas E; Kauss, Kent; Williams, Andrew; Stock,

I Pruett, Greg S.
Subject: Meeting with Congresswoman Speier Summary

All:

Yesterday, Kirk Johnson, Melissa Lavinson and I participated in a meeting via videoconference with 
Congresswoman Speier and her staff. In addition, Sumeet Singh attended the meeting in her district 
office and brought maps that she requested showing the actual pipeline segments with characteristics 
similar to the San Bruno pipe.

Specifically, the Congresswoman is interested in Consolidated Western pipe, and where else it is 
located in our system. Kirk emphasized that we took a broader scope, instead focusing on gas 
transmission pipeline that is pre-1962, 30" in diameter, located in Class 1 & 2/HCA 3 & 4 locations, with 
Double Submerged Arc Welding, and for which we have no records of pressure tests. Of 1021 HCA 
pipeline miles, these segments comprise a total of 31 miles. In addition, we have reduced the pressure 
on the entire pipelines with these segments by 20% for an additional margin of safety.

There was some discussion about the manufacturing processes and pressure testing, as well as how 
Consolidated Western practices compared to other manufacturers of the time. We also talked about 
different methods of pipeline inspection, and which methods could be used to test the welds. We 
indicated that at this time the best method is using in-line cameras, and also explained the unintended 
consequences of hydropressure testing on pipelines. Kirk also stressed that ultimately we need to wait 
for the final results of the NTSB investigation to determine what we are looking for, and the best way to 
find it going forward.

She also wanted to know when the maps we showed her would be public, and we indicated we had no 
plans to do so, but have been updating our state and local officials on the presence of pipelines with 
these segments, where we have reduced pressure. We also indicated that we offered the same 
opportunity to show them the exact segments, and she wants a report on who we meet with, and who 
declines the briefing.

She also had some concerns, with the cold weekend in San Francisco, about non-core hospitals, and 
whether they indeed have back up sources generators in place. She wanted a list of those non-core 
hospitals, and we explained we could not share that with her as it is confidential customer information. 
She was not pleased with that answer, but we were able to explain later to her staff why that is such a 
complicated issue. Ultimately, she may call on the PUC to enforce the back up generator requirement
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of our non-core program.

Thank you to Kirk who as always, did a great job at this meeting and to Sumeet for his support as well. 
Please let me know if you have any questions,

Jessica

Jessica C. Hogle
Director, Political & Federal Affairs 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
900 7th St, NW Suite 950 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202)638-3503 O 
(202)638-3522 F
** Please note my new email address: J8M@pge.com
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